
Proposal for collaboration

Contact Support AI Assistant
Unified communication flows
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The difficulty of
interactions

“Once someone requests support, the customer
experience can quickly deteriorate if the company
does not identify the interaction as a request for
service and provide an immediate response.”

- Peter Samuel, CEO of Everest Group
[Forbes, July 29th 2020]

• Slow feedback

• Multiple answers from each entity

• Misunderstanding the customer needs

• Average loss of 12,000 USD per worker searching

Problem
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Supporting the
customer journey

AI systems can process multiple data to understand
where the customer needs support and by
analyzing similar patterns can predict their needs
and next steps.

• Immediate feedback

• One single correct answer

• Intent Analysis

• Learn on each interaction

• Allow fast Go to Market strategies

• Scale up quickly to help during incidences or
promotions

• Available 24/7

Solution
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The new generation
of support

Rule Based Chatbot (Old)

• Laborious: Requires manually
preparing all possible questions and
answers

• Interruptive: Gets stuck when question
or answer is not defined

• Rigid: Needs customer to follow every
step as designed

• Frustrating: Needs to match query or
doesn’t understand customer

• Isolated: Requires customers to ask the
same question on each channel

42Maru’s AI Assistant (New)

• Effortless: Can use paraphrasing,
synonyms to understand natural
language

• Seamless: Can apply MRC to find
answers when not defined

• Flexible: Shifts with customers and
answers what they ask

• Smart: Understands based on intention
no matter how customers express it

• Integrated: Merging all channels
through Communication Flows

Evolution of Digital Assistants
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Unified messages
for customers

Integrating all communication flows
through a QA (Question Answer)
Engine that understands natural
language.

1. Initially offers answers from a given
Knowledge database.

2. If no answer is found, can useMRC
(Machine Reading Comprehension) to
search in real time from other sources
(e.g. historical data).

3.Actions based on conditions can be
set so the handoff will be the right
person to help.

Email SMS Webchat

Knowledge
database

Whatsapp

Question Answer Engine

IM Calls Social

Our System
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42Maru AI
Assistants

80% of users assisted

4 out 5 users were handled
automatically.

x20 more productivity

Answered 20 times more
inquiries than their human
counterpart.

Benefits of our AI Assistants

Days to minutes

Reduced from days to minutes
the average response time for
complex emails.
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Communications
common set up

Disconnected interactions provide
confusing messages and make
customers feel frustrated.

Messages from no-reply addresses,
social media handled by agencies and
external call centers that don’t have full
access to the customer’s history (CRM)
make interactions with the company
difficult and answering their questions
and issues slow and uncomfortable.

HQ

Historic Logs Call recordings

Email Social
Media

Marketing
Comms

Internal Call
Center

External
Call Center

CRM

Calls Webchat
Disconnected
communication

Before Applying AI Assistants
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Integrated AI
Contact Center

An AI-Based System can enrich the
experience through integration of
communication flows.

• CRM connector for personalizing
offer and content

• QA engine handoffs to specialized
agents based on conversation topics

• Key intentions {complaints, purchase
intention, etc} are handled in the
most probable way to be solved.

HQ

Calls

Historic Logs STT

Email Social
Media

IM
{WhatsApp, FB
Messenger, etc}

Single communication flow

Marketing
Comms

External
Call Center

Webchat

Question Answer
Engine

SMS

CRM

Internal Call
Center

After Applying AI Assistants
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Empower
your team

• Informing of products that customer
asked about or pages viewed

• Showing users’ questions and
previous choices

• Suggesting common follow up
phrases considering user interactions

• Showing key phrases related to
current topic

• Handling smooth AI to human
handoff

Benefit for your company

Connects to CRM

Connects to Analytics

Semantic Search

Product Database

Suggested answers

Human Handoff



Personal Loans
Comfortable living

Whether you're ready to consolidate your debt, finance a home project or fund a major

milestone, a fixed-rate personal loan can help put your plans into action.

Loan amounts from $2,000 to $30,000

Fixed rates of 7.99-23.99% APR 1

A lump sum payout of your loan

Once approved, a check will be mailed to

you within 5 business days.

You can repay your loan over 12, 24, 36, 48

or 60 months.1

Predictable monthly payments

Quick access to your funds

Simple application process

Setting up monthly payments with Auto Deduct at

time of origination helps you to qualify for a lower

rate and simplifies the repayment process.

Earn monthly ThankYou® Points when your loan is

linked to an eligible checking account2 that is

enrolled in Citi ThankYou® Rewards.
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Amaze your
customers

• Unifying all communications

• Allowing users to continue the
conversation through their phone
(via SMS/iMessage, WhatsApp,
others)

• Allowing your team and support
center to follow up on all interactions
without asking the same questions
over and over again.

Benefit for your customers Continuity

AI Recommendation
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Help to reach the
next stage

The QA Engine offers immediate
answers that are influenced by visitor
information.

• Already trained datasets with
typical questions for paraphrasing

• Dictionary of common terms within
industry for synonyms

• Historic Logs added for company
specific answers

• Connected archives are semantically
searched based on visitor intention

Technology and Datasets

CRM

Trained
Dataset

Industry
Terms

InformNeed
Generation

21 3 4 5

Compare
Products

Sell Support

Question Answer
Engine

Product
Database

Historic Logs Archives

$=USD
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Our
Strengths

• Can detect intent based
on users questions with
accuracy over 94%*

•Matches user queries to
different systems
{inventory, branch
information, parking lot
system, etc}

• Can understand follow
up questions and
remember users
previous choices

Collects and saves
necessary information

Provide information
through API

Restore omitted
words

Refer previous
conversation in
changed context

Parking lot information

Natural conversation
by restoring
abbreviations /
substitutions by
referring to previous
conversations in the
changed context

Handoff to center
when Chatbot cannot
give proper answer

Branch information

Product inventory

Product inventory

Human Handoff

42Maru AI Assistant
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Our
customers

emart

• AI Assistant can connect
to IM platforms

• Offers information about
each shop location,
parking spots available,
and product stock

SK Innovation

• Offers information about
the company, available
jobs, responsibilities,
requirements and office
perks

• +80% of queries are
handled by the chatbot

LG U+

• Web Chatbot that answers
customer questions about
devices

• Can compare devices

• Suggests ideal phone plan
based on usage

DSME

• Answers all email
inquiries using a
knowledge database

• Automatically processes
request proposals and
selects disparages

• Answer time for specs
reduced from 2 days to
10 mins

Trusted by
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What we offer and
what we need

To reduce time spent searching

By connecting all your internal
data to a knowledge database
with an insight engine.

We need to work with your
team preparing your dataset

To reclaim lost opportunities

Have an AI Assistant answer
automatically with the
accurate and most adequate
answer.

We need to launch a PoC in
Singapore to gain insight
into a diverse community

Lead the industry

Be one of the first companies to
incorporate the Contact Support
AI Assistant.

We will launch the full fledged
system

Proposal
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Our Proposal

Stage 1: PoC

•Web FAQ via a NLU
(Natural Language
Understanding) Chatbot

• 10 Intents

• Historic Logs
Processing

Stage 2: Project I

• Text Communication Flows

• <30 Intents

• Email integration

• CRM Integration

• SMS Integration

• Social Media Integration

Stage 3: Project II

• Voice Communication Flows

• +30 Intents

• Calls to STT

Together



Are you ready to offer integrated AI-based communication?

Let’s Talk

Integrated AI Customer Center

sales@42maru.ai
www.42maru.ai/readyforai

https://www.42maru.ai/en/contact

